
How did you commence 
your career in clerking? 
My clerking career began in June 2010 at  
a leading multi-disciplinary common law set. 
At the time, the route which I took to becoming 
a clerk was outside of the ‘traditional’ route  
into clerking as, I did not live in London or  
the surrounding areas, had been to university 
and obtained a law degree, held an ILEX 
Postgraduate Diploma and had previous 
experience of working within the legal sector. 

From a young age, it had always been my  
intention to have a career as a solicitor but after 
graduating in 2006 I queried if this was the 
career path for me. However, I realised studying 
law and practising as a solicitor would be two 
very different things, so before I wrote off a  
career as a solicitor, I commenced employment 
as a paralegal to gain practical experience of 
the working environment within a law firm. 

I quite quickly realised this was not the career 
for me and at the same time, made the decision 
to uproot and move to London. A partner within 
the law firm suggested I become a clerk and  
I have never looked back.

How did working within 
a Chambers compare to 
working at a law firm? 
It quickly became apparent that the two  
were very different, working within chambers  
is unique and very difficult to describe. At the 
law firm I was working as part of a smaller team 
(of varying levels of seniority) on the same 
matters. In chambers, you work for multiple 
self-employed people, who are working on 
multiple different matters, who each have  
different needs/requirements. 

One of the most obvious changes was leaving 
behind a department of all female solicitors/
support staff to working within a clerks’ room/
chambers which was male dominated. It took 
some time to adjust to the change of atmosphere 
and dynamic of a male dominated environment, 
but I soon noticed there were positives of 
being a female presence. It gave me more 
confidence, I found I spoke up more and my 
opinions on problems/situations were taken 
on board as I looked at them from a different 
perspective. 

Although there were differences it was clear 
both environments require everyone to work  
as a team and support each other. 

Do you think there is  
a wider pool of women  
in chambers (both clerks 
and barristers) since  
you started? 
There is now a much larger contingent of female 
clerks, ranging from junior (starter) clerks to  
female clerks in senior roles. It is now rare to 
find a chambers clerks room which doesn’t 
have at least one female clerk, however there 
is still work to be done. In recent years, the 
number of female clerks in senior roles have 
increased, which is very beneficial for junior 
female clerks as it demonstrates clerking 
allows for career progression and provides a 
successful career path. Having the first female 
chair of the Institute of Barristers Clerks since 
the institute was founded in 1922 elected in 
2019 has also assisted greatly. 

I think the pool of female barristers is widening 
within chambers as there appears to be more 
female candidates coming through pupillage 
which in many cases leads to tenancy. What 
I have noticed over the last few years is an 
increase in the number of female members 
returning to practice following maternity leave.  
I have attended an increased number of  
pre-break and post-break practice meetings.  
I think this highlights the assistance chambers 
now provides to members prior to, during and 
returning from maternity leave, based on policies 
and procedures which have been implemented.  
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What do you think  
are important skills  
(attributes) for a clerk? 
To have a career as a clerk you need to have 
and develop a broad skill set. The skills you 
obtain as a junior clerk set the foundation for 
the skills you acquire as you gain more  
experience/seniority. 

In my opinion the most important skills required 
are; being able to communicate effectively; 
excellent organisational skills; being hard 
working. Communication is key to a clerk’s role; 
the job could not be done without it. As a clerk 
there are often conflicting demands on your 
time from different members of chambers,  
clients and colleagues which you must be 
able to efficiently manage to ensure all tasks 
required of you are completed. Clerking (at 
times) is not a 9-5 job, sometimes there is a  
requirement for you to complete tasks outside 
of your normal working hours. However, if you 
put the hard work in from the start of your career 
you will see the benefits at a later stage. 

You must also have excellent people skills which 
allow you to adapt to many different situations; 
excellent relationship building skills to ensure 
there is trust with members of chambers,  
colleagues and clients; good Judgement  
to enable you to react appropriately in many  
different/difficult situations; the ability to stay 
calm under pressure. 

What is the biggest  
Challenge of being  
a clerk?  
Getting the balance right and managing client 
expectations. We are here to provide a service 
to the barristers and at times they look to us for 
direction. However, this direction may not be 
what they were expecting so we must ensure 
we are aware and considerate of their views etc. 

We must also ensure that we manage client 
expectations appropriately, so they are happy 
with the service chambers has provided.  
This can sometimes be difficult if situations/
circumstances have changed from when the 
initial enquiry was made to receipt of instructions 
or if instructions are received which were  
unexpected. 

Do you think clerking  
has changed since you 
started your career?  
I don’t think the basic principles of clerking have 
changed. Being a clerk is about ensuring you 
provide the best possible service to members 
and clients, providing clients with the best/most 
appropriate Counsel for their case and managing 
these relationships. 

However, in recent years I think the nature of 
how we work has changed. Due to the advances 
in technology, remote working etc much more 
of our work is now done via e-mail and there is 
perhaps not as much face to face/telephone 
contact. There is also much more of a focus on 
business development and ensuring chambers 
provides the highest standard of service. In a 
competitive market these things stand out and 
can make a difference.

What do you enjoy most 
about being a clerk?  
There are many aspects which I enjoy.  
However, one of the most rewarding is seeing 
a barristers practice develop. Many meetings, 
time and effort go into making sure a barrister’s 
practice moves in the direction they wish, and 
it is rewarding seeing the results of your efforts 
as they become more senior. 

 

“ As a clerk there are often conflicting demands  
 on your time from different members of chambers,  
 clients and colleagues which you must be able  
 to efficiently manage to ensure all tasks required  
 of you are completed.”
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